ZEDGE PRO  
design: GENSLER

A beautiful extension of the ZEDGE energy-efficient LED step light fixture for stairways and other indoor and outdoor dry and damp applications. The ZEDGE PRO takes it one step further to deliver one product with 3 solutions: FRONT, SIDE and ADJUSTABLE BEAM. Features a built-in driver and is available with in both Electronic and 0-10V Dimmable versions.

- Deep Version: 943lm
- Wide Version: 734lm
- Adjustable Version: Variable Lumen Output

An innovative solution that makes it possible to obtain different light effects with the same fixture. An infinite number of light effects can be created by calibrating the light beams to suit different project needs. Using an Allen key, it is possible to rotate the optical system changing from a DEEP effect to a WIDE effect fluidly, choosing the most suitable position for the project from among the myriad of intermediary positions.

For deep lighting of horizontal surfaces where the priority is to light large open spaces or very wide pathways.

For lighting that favors illuminance uniformity on the longitudinal axis such as long public or private pedestrian walkways.

ZEDGE is a new, Targetti LED step light. The design has been reduced to its core with a minimal proportion and nuanced scale. The relationship between the vertical scale and plane illuminated surfaces define a decisive product that creates a strong architectural opposition. Available in three finishes for three distinct lighting effects: ZEDGE; a range of finishes allowing it to fit into a variety of both known and future architectural contexts.

ZEDGE, genuine Targetti technology, designed in collaboration with Gensler.
ZEDGE

design: GENSLER

Mono Emission
- 2.5” x 2.5” faceplate
- 5.4W
- 3000K / 4000K
- Die-cast
- 13 Architectural Colors

Split Emission Louver
- 2.5” x 2.5” faceplate
- 5.4W
- 3000K / 4000K
- Die-cast
- 13 Architectural Colors

Bi-Emission
- 2.5” x 2.5” faceplate
- 5.4W
- 3000K / 4000K
- Die-cast
- 13 Architectural Colors

Energy efficient LED step light fixture for stairways and other indoor & outdoor dry and damp applications, designed in collaboration with Gensler. Supplied with stainless steel mounting and wiring box with multiple attachment and wire conduit options to meet specific installation needs of drywall, stucco, cement or block walls.

A larger and more powerful version of the first fixture from the ZEDGE range, the step-marker designed in collaboration with Gensler: a step-marker with an innovative optical system and a design based on a perfect play of proportions, inclined planes and sharp and defined edges.

The front panel can be installed on or flush with the wall for maximum simplicity of form.

There are three color temperatures available: 2700K – 3000K and 4000K with Ra84.
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